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Good thoughts can come from anywhere, at any time. So can edit your best writing work. Keep your text handy, and ideas are easy to add, with these great writing, notes, and the idea of collecting apps for Android.For the downside of writer's mobile site scene apps, check out the best iOS writing apps. While writing in iOS may seem troublesome, with faster
fingers or a Bluetooth keyboard you... Read moreSolidNote and mNoteThe auto-saving, synchronized everywhere Simplenote service has become the basis of Lifehacker thinking, and for good reason. It's available almost everywhere, it's reduced to ultimate simplicity, and it constantly saves you work, so you don't have to. This is what Adam calls the Holy
Grail of ubiquitous text capture. Two Android customers provide the best Simplenote experience. This author prefers the paid ($2.37-ish) SolidNote, but only because of the slight polish on the controls and seemingly less lag during input. mNote, a free alternative, does just as well as work just by displaying and saving your Simplenote stuff, and maybe you
won't experience the same lag. Despite all the cool performance modern technology was born, the holy grail for me... Read moreSolidNote (AppBrain)mNote (AppBrain)Thinking SpaceSome Writers how to get on the page early and often, knocking out a very rough first project and then edit it over and over again. Others have ideas that they should outline,
even if only the most elementary forms. For the latest crew, there's Thinking Space, a mind-mapping app for Android that makes it easy to piece together disparate ideas and pull them out later in handy form-image files, via email, however you need them. Thinking Space for Android AppBrainAK NotepadIf Simplenote synchronization is not your thing, and if
you're a fan of the yellow-legal-style iPhone Notes app, the AK Notepad is probably exactly what you need. It's a simple client note, but it also allows those notes to work in and around your phone. Set reminders to note to ping you later, pin a specific note to your Android home screen, tag notes for search, and back them up on an SD card or Catch.com, the
creator of another app on that list. AK Notepad (AppBrain)Evernote and Springpad Than words can enter into a piece of text. Images dictated by notes, web links, and more can be pieces of the puzzle. Evernote is a more established universal capture tool that syncs with almost every available computing platform, and its Android client has just undergone an
overhaul, making it a very viable tool. But we also dug as Springpad popped up while Evernote Getting it to Android base, providing a nicely different alternative. Both tools are free, and make your Android smartphone into a kind of secretary that follows you everywhere, waiting to hear your last thoughts that should end up inside yours The previously
mentioned web service Springpad is a great web laptop and ... Read more often All-Ins appBrainSpringpad AppBrainDroidRoomIfiesif you're a fan of WriteRoom, Dark Room, or similar green terminal-text-on-blank-black writing tools, DroidRoom continues to experience on Android. Deprived and simple by nature, it downloads and saves simple text files from
the SD card, goes completely full screen while you write (notice bar hidden and all), and offers text and background settings. This $1 in Market.DroidRoom (AppBrain)ColorNote Sticky Notes are not a performance tool. When you see them stacked on a monitor, it's discouraging. But on a smartphone screen? They can be a simple reminder. Insert your quick
thoughts somewhere noticeable with ColorNote-right under your Twitter client link, maybe? - And you hopefully remember that first draft is due, by email, that person with a question, or whatever else you need to get your words done. ColorNote (AppBrain) We really appreciate your help (via Twitter) in culling together this list. If you have additional app
recommendations that make it easier to write, brainstorm, and other type-y tasks on Android, tell us about them in the comments. When doing business, being gold, and every minute that you spend can be crucial. When meeting with possible business partners, investors or huge buyers, securing their contact details is mandatory. Who knows, you can do
business with them in the future. You don't need to be a top manager to understand the importance of keeping your contact details; permanent employees need them, too. But the fact is that people in general tend to do things quickly, which means that there is a higher probability of errors. This often happens when you enter information from your business
card to your phone. But did you know that there are Android apps that can do this task for you more efficiently and efficiently? In fact, for most of these apps, all you need is a shot of business card and information registered to your phone accurately and quickly. Read on to check out our list of the best Android apps to read business cards that you can find in
the Google Play Store.CamCard Lite - Business Card RProbably the best professional business card reader that you can find in the Google Play Store is CamCard Lite - Business Card R, an app for reading business cards with a whopping number of downloads. Like most business card readers, it works by recognizing and retaining contact information with
business card photos. This app is considered one of the best because it has many other convenient features. Camcard Lite - Business Card R can recognize 16 languages, so you don't have to worry if you're calling written in a different language because this app can translate it for you. Some of the languages that the app supports, the app, Simplified
Chinese, traditional Chinese, Korean, Japanese, French, Spanish, German and a number of others. This app also ensures that business cards are safe. All of them can be stored in cloud storage so that they can be easily restored when deleted, and managed and synchronized on multiple devices with cloud synchronization. These are just some of the
features that this app has to offer. Try CamCard Lite - Business Card R for free and manage these business cards easily. CamCard Lite - R business card for Android on AppBrainDroid Scan LiteAnother is a handy tool for reading Droid Scan Lite business cards. This app works more like a scanner than a reader. Just wash away what business card you need
and that's it. Once you've taken a photo of a business card, the app lets you improve it to make it more readable by adjusting geometry, contrast and color. Then you can share it or save it on an SD card, Gmail or Google Goggles.Using Droid Scan Lite is not limited to just business cards. This app can also come in handy if you want to scan important
documents on the go. It can be used to scan receipts, full page documents, and important notes written on white boards. Droid Scan Lite works great in situations where you need to send a document on the go. Just wash off the photo and then share it; there is no need for a fax. Droid Scan Lite is free in the Google Play Store, and if you want more features,
you can upgrade to the Droid Scan Pro PDF. Droid Scan Lite for Android on AppBrainBusiness Card Reader LiteEvident in its very name, Business Card Reader Lite is an app designed only for reading business cards. This app has some unique features that set it apart from other business card readers. Business Card Reader Lite is an intelligent application
that recognizes 19 languages and makes it very useful for international business leaders. In addition, he can also read business cards written in several languages. With a maximum of 3 languages in the map, Business Card Reader Lite requires only a short period of time to check the results of the recognition. The app also lets you search for business card
information on Facebook. These are just some of the things you can enjoy from Business Card Reader Lite. If you switch to the pro version, you'll get to use features such as finding an address on maps and searching for information on Twitter and LinkedIn. Try Business Card Reader Lite for free. ABBYY Business Card Reader for Android on
AppBrainScanBizCards Biz Card Reader There are apps designed to scan business cards and there are those that have been to read them. With ScanBizCards Biz Card Reader, you get both of these features. You have the option to keep contact information in the address book or save your business card as a photo on your phone. The app is also backing
up these business cards through cloud storage synchronization, so you can them at any time through any Android or iOS device. This app also provides several export options to other apps that can be made through web sync subscriptions like Gmail Contacts, Apple Contacts, Outlook, and some others. What's even better is that images scanned using a
tablet scanner can now be scanned online and this can be done for multiple maps. With ScanBizCards Biz Card Reader, it all takes four simple steps. Snap a photo, scan, edit and save. Get the ScanBizCards Biz Card Reader from the Google Play Store today. ScanBizCards Biz Cards Reader for Android on AppBrainScanCard BCR US/EU LiteAnother app
for card reading to choose from is ScanCard BCR US/EU Lite. It doesn't have many features that other business card readers do, but it does have a few simple but useful features. It can easily read business cards, thanks to its accurate and fast character recognition (although this requires automatic camera focus) that can recognize characters from different
languages. It can read in English, French, German, Spanish and several other languages. All it takes is one click, and the app will do the rest for you. There is no need to print all of this contact details. After scanning the cards, the app makes it easy to export information to your phone's address book or share contact information with colleagues. If you want
to search for a business card, the app supports searching with any keyword in the map. In addition to these features, the app allows for a quick call, email, to check the website, or to locate a map of that contact on your Android device. This is only a trial, though, and you can only use it ten times. ScanCard BCR US/EU Lite for Android on AppBrainMobile
Doc Scanner LiteMobile Doc Scanner Lite is another handy tool that you can use to scan business cards or any other documents you want to keep a soft copy for backup. The better the resolution of the camera, the clearer the copy of the document. But, in cases where your camera is average, you don't have to worry because this app has unique auto
processing features that will do the trick for you. It will adjust the picture you have taken so that it becomes clean and legible. This Nokia OVI Store bestseller may just be the solution you are looking for. Try Mobile Doc Scanner Lite for free on the Google Play Store, and if you like it, you can upgrade to the pro version of the app. Mobile Doc Scanner for
Android on AppBrainWorldCard MobileWorldcard Mobile is an award-winning app for reading business cards. It's just as easy to use, and most card-reading apps and has a beautiful interface. With this app, all you have to do is take a picture of the business card and add contact. There is less room for error, as the app has excellent text recognition that will
automatically sort out the information on the business card. That's the way it is. use quickly and it can recognize 7 languages, namely English, French, Italian, German, Dutch, Portuguese and spanish. Once contact information is registered on your phone, you can easily contact that person. This app allows you to instantly make a phone call, send a text
message, email or even check the website and location of the map of the registered address. There is also the ability to export information for phone contacts and Google. As easy as it sounds, this app is a breeze to use. Give it a shot. You can buy it from the Google Play Store.WorldCard Mobile for Android on AppBrainMobiReader BizCard and Docu
OCRMobiReader BizCard - Docu OCR is another app that is very flexible in terms of features. This app can be easily used to read business cards, sort out information, and keep contact details on your phone. In addition, it can also be used to easily convert documents into edited text or convert them into pdf files. This app lets you manage all the documents
you scanned in your folder or upload them to Google Docs for storage. It can recognize German, Spanish, Italian, English, Russian and French. It can translate documents into any of the 54 languages available. It also has an augmented reality feature where the app will specify the exact location of the address as you move the camera around. MobiReader is
an all-in-one solution for all your on-the-go document needs. You can buy it from Google Play Store.MobiReader BizCard and Docu OCR for Android on AppBrainCamScanner -Phone PDF CreatorThere many Android apps designed only for reading business cards and CamScanner-Phone PDF Creator is a simple solution to this need. He won't read the
business card, but he can easily scan the card and convert it into a PDF file. The great thing about this app is that you can also use it for other documents. Scanning these documents will be easy. You'll also be able to upload them to the cloud storage, where they'll be safe. CamScanner-Phone PDF Creator also has a number of other features. Some of the
most useful features are the ability to add password protection to sensitive documents, fax documents, print through Google Cloud Print, and optimize your application's performance. You can use it to scan accounts, agreements, tax lists, business cards or any other type of documents. Try CamScanner -Phone PDF Creator for free on Google Play
Store.CamScanner-Phone PDF Creator for Android on AppBrainBizcaroid LiteThere also Bizcaroid Lite. It is also an app for reading business that uses OCR recognition to recognize and sort all information from a business card. The app sorts this information into a name, company, department, name, postcode, address, phone, mobile phone, fax, email and
website. If you think there's a bug in the information, the app lets you edit it yourself. The app recognizes several languages, such as English, French, Italian, Spanish and simplified Chinese. The app's interface can also be switched to the user's language preferences. In addition, you can also customize the design of the display. If you need a business card
reader, which is handy in terms of the language used in the interface, then Bizcariod is an app to go. You can get it for free from Google Play Store.Bizcaroid for Android on AppBrainNow that you're all set to read and store business cards and contact information on your Android device, you're ready to go out there and make some connections. Take any of
these business card scanners with you today. If your favorite business card reader or scanner hasn't made it to our list, share it with us in the comments. Comments. best visiting card maker app for android. visiting card maker app download for android
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